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OUTA SPACEOUTA SPACEOUTA SPACEOUTA SPACE    
NEWSLETTER 

ROTARY E-CLUB OF SOUTH AFRICA D9270 

www.rotaryeclubsa.org             PBO 930039682 

Please remember that it is the 

responsibility of each Rotarian 

to introduce prospective 

Rotarians. 

Rotarians should always be on 

the lookout for suitable projects 

that would be suitable for our 

E-Club to undertake. 

June is FELLOWSHIPS 
Month in Rotary 

 
I wrote quite extensively about Rotary 

Fellowships & Rotarian Action Groups 

in the previous OUTA SPACE – I am 

pleased to say that one of our 

members, Keith Kirton, has joined the 

Rotarian Action Group for Blindness 

Prevention. Well done Keith – an 

excellent example of using one’s 

Vocation to good effect. 

We are now in the last week of being 

in District 9270. Does the fact that we 

will be in a very much larger district 

from 1st July affect the average 

Rotarian? I don’t think that it really 

does. By far the majority of Rotarians 

are only concerned about their Club 

activities and are interested in the 

broader aspect of Rotary Interna-

tional which includes being aware of 

programmes such as PolioPlus, now 

End Polio Now. 

I remember a comment that was 

made during the 2010 Council on 

Legislation while re-districting was 

being discussed. One of the COL 

delegates had said that some Rota-

rians would most probably resign if re-

districting, involving their district, took 

place, to which one of the then RI 

Directors said: “We should bear in 

mind that all Rotarians are invited to 

join a Rotary Club and not a Rotary 

District”.  

This comment was greeted with warm 

applause and brought a measure of 

sanity to the rest of the debate about 

re-districting. 

So, except for a small group of 

Rotarians who are involved at District 

level, it should be business as usual 

from 1st July.  

The fact that nearly the entire 

Leadership in Rotary changes on the 

1st July, never seems to deter Rotarians 

from just moving ahead and 

continuing to do “good in the world”. 
 

The last 3 pages of this edition of OUTA 

SPACE are directed at committees, and 

maybe, yourselves. There is a huge 

difference in DECIDING to do something 

and in actually DOING something. 

There is also quite a bit of info about our 

FUN QUIZ and having now had the 

“Dummy” run, Suzanne & her committee 

will be better equipped for any future FUN 

QUIZ – most of the contestants would 

probably vote in favour of another FUN 

QUIZ.   

Don’t miss our member’s photos on Pages 

11 &12. 

 Have FunHave FunHave FunHave Fun    
Gerald Sieberhagen Gerald Sieberhagen Gerald Sieberhagen Gerald Sieberhagen ----    EditorEditorEditorEditor    
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BIRTHDAYS AND ANNIVERSARIES 

BIRTHDAYS 

JUNE 

30th Jean Singh 

JULY 

1ST Sizakele Khalala 

2nd Sambulo Khalala 

6th Eleni Tilling 

ANNIVERSARIES 

JUNE 

30th Jean & BU Singh  

JULY 

1st Les & Shirley Hutton 

14th Mark & Janet Rouillard 

UPCOMING EVENTS AND DATES TO DIARISE: 

2013 

1st July – Merger of Districts 9320 & 9270 to 

form a new District 9370 
 

11TH JULY - STEP YE BRING AND SHARE AT 

HOME OF ANNE & ROB & KELLY O’DONOGHUE 

AT 3 DUMRA PLACE, UMHLANGA ROCKS @ 

18H30 – COME ALONG AND ENJOY SOME 

FELLOWSHIP AND LISTEN TO THE WONDERFUL 

STORIES THESE YOUNG AMBASSADORS WILL 

SHARE WITH US. 
 

14th & 15th July – Hosting of 2 veterinary 

students, Hannah Turner from USA & Britta 

Wylleman from Belgium by Angie & Trevor 

Mitchell. 
 

Thursday 15th August – Formal Induction of 

President Irene Kotze at Gateway Hotel – 

Please make a prominent diary note 

2014 

11th to 14th April – District 9370 Conference 

on MSC Opera 
 

13th to 19th July  

8th WORLD ROTARY CRICKET FESTIVAL in 

NOTTINGHAM UK. 

Hopefully SA IFCR will have a full team, 

known as the PROTERIANS, attending this 

Festival – Great Fun always – Read more 

about this in the March Rotary Africa – 

You missed the article? Go and have 

another look. 
 

Those who are too smart to engage in 
politics are punished by being governed 

by those who are dumber. 
~Plato, ancient Greek Philosopher 

A-LEVELS QUIZ 

I guess some of you are quite 

frustrated that the correct answers to 

the A-Levels exam have taken so long 

to appear so here they are now – so 

simple “Why didn’t I think of that” I 

hear you say. 
  

 

I promise there will be no more cryptic 

QUIZZES until………………….next time.  

Good news is, I get to keep the prize! 
 

oOo 
 

So who got the correct answer about 

the 5 frogs that were sitting on a log 

and 4 decided to jump off – how 

many were left sitting on the log? If 

you are still not sure, you will find the 

correct answer in the article on page 

13 of this OUTA SPACE. 
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PHOTO BY MIKE KUTTNER 

Greg Cryer, District Governor D9370, with Lindsay after his induction. 

Also in the photo are soon to be PDG9270 2012/13 Richard Brooks and 

SonIa. Significant in this photo is that both the outgoing and the 

incoming DG’s have a Chain of Office. 

 

 

WARNING 

The global food predicament faces a perfect storm of intimately 

related crises that are already hitting us now, and will worsen over 

coming years without urgent action.  

When we factor into this picture soil erosion, land degradation, oil 

prices, bee colony collapse, and population growth, the 

implications are stark: industrial civilization is on the verge of 

eating itself - if we don't change course, this decade will go down 

in history as the beginning of the global food apocalypse.  
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EXCELLENT PR!!!! 

 
Message to Global South African [GSA] Globalsouthafricans.tumblr.com 

community from Jeff Watts on the Rotary E-Club of South Africa 

 

Introducing the Rotary E-Club of South Africa. 

What is a Rotary “E-Club” I hear you quizzically and silently mumble to yourself!!? Well, to 

me, it is Rotary, bringing itself refreshingly into the 21
st
 Century. We all live busy lives and, 

speaking personally, I left my traditional Rotary Club over two decades ago because I could 

not make the time for the weekly meeting that one had to attend to keep up membership. 

The Rotary E-Club concept not only addresses time constraints, it also addresses global 

constraints. The Rotary E-Club of South Africa has its hub in the Durban area but boasts an 

eclectic mix of members from across South Africa and beyond. Those of us outside the 

African content are regarded affectionately and unofficially as the “Exotics”. 

The way we achieve our “attendance” is by contributing once-a-week to our online “Topic of 

the Week”.  We have projects and goals just like any other Rotary Club but we’re different. 

We have members in many countries, including Saudi Arabia, Chechnya, Israel and the UK. 

Now there’s a mix. 

I am now in my third year as a Member and have found it both rewarding and stimulating. 

We’d love to welcome new Members, both men and women – yes, Rotary has moved on!!! – 

and I invite any interested Global South Africans to contact me for further details. And DO 

have a look at our website: 

www.rotaryeclubsa.org 

If you would like to find out more information, contact Jeff Watts: 

jeff@lionsheadafrica.com 

T: 020 7224 4455 

C: 07767 862608 
 

We may not have gained any members yet, but the seed has been planted!!! 
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JEFF WATTS – OUR BOWLING HERO. 

Last evening saw the final of the Rotary inter-club bowling competition and East 

Grinstead Meridian saw fit to field an unchanged team, including yours truly, to take 

on the mighty Rotary Club of Caterham, the odds-on favourites to retain the title. 

Each of their team members play for a league team and carry their own, highly 

polished ball!!! Despite a valiant effort by our team the cream did, inevitably, rise to 

the top. We came a respectable third, with a two game total of 919. When I tell you 

that Caterham won with a score exceeding 1300, PLUS the two top individual scores 

of 188 and a magnificent 193, you will realise what we were up against!!!   

The following exchange was noted between a team player and a Rotarian 

spectator after the final: 

Rotarian Spectator: Did you win? 

Team Player: It’s not the winning, it’s the taking part. 

Rotarian Spectator: Oh, you lost then!!? 

 

 

 

 

 

 
     

Gerald & Sue Sieberhagen recently hosted Larry & Maureen Labadie, Rotary Club 

of Vero Beach, Oceanside, Florida, USA. Gerald & Larry were DG classmates in 

2006/7 and in the week prior to the DG training assembly in San Diego in 2006, 

Gerald & Sue were hosted at the renowned Vero Beach Homestay.  

They have kept some sort of contact during the ensuing years. During their recent 

trip to South Africa, Larry & Maureen renewed many friendships made over the 

years with DG’s from D9270 & D9400. They then travelled to Europe to meet up 

with Rotary friends there. Maureen Is a Past President of Vero Beach Sunrise Club.  
Despite discussing a variety of World events, the conversation always seemed to 

revert back to Rotary topics!   
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THE QUIZ 
 

After months of planning and procrastination about how, what, where, when 

and why, THE QUIZ finally took place on 22nd June 2013. There was much merit 

in the choice of one of the longest nights in the Southern Hemisphere 

because it was needed to eventually find a winner.  

So, after months of planning by Project Originator, Suzanne Edmunds, twelve 

teams participated, involving a total of 16 of our members. The teams were 

based in Durban, Port Owen, White River and the love birds, Jenna & Gil were 

in Canada. Irene in Australia had intended participating but the new born 

baby decided otherwise. 

The idea was that the Quiz Master, Gerald [me] would send out a batch of 10 

questions and the contestants would then have 10 minutes in which to type 

the answers on the page and return it to the Quiz Master. Only one team 

managed to do this during each of the 5 rounds [well done Janet] but 

another 5 teams that were very close. In analysing the time spans it did 

appear that there was a 10 minute delay for those using iPads which in effect 

was then a 20 minute delay. Those using Blackberries had various time delays 

ranging from 51 minutes right down to 3 minutes from time of sending to time 

of receipt by on my computer. From Canada there was a time difference 

from 3 minutes right up to 29 minutes. 

In the first 3 rounds the answers were sent back individually to each team as 

soon as their answer sheet was received. Amazingly, some contestants 

actually challenged the Quiz Master whereas they knew full well that the 

questions had been sent in by the various members and that the Quiz Master 

would in all probability rule them out of order. Then one team queried the 

answer to a question because on the answer sheet the question had 

changed but the answer was what was important – this actually placed the 

contestants in a Catch 22 situation as they really had no valid reasons to 

question the correctness of the answer supplied other than some strange 

word “Google” which the QM had never heard of, nor had the Greek team, 

it was all Greek to them. 

What did come to light was that several Rotarians are not very good at 

following instructions. 
• In the Test run the contestants were told that their team name would be their 

first name – four teams chose other team names 

• They were requested to type in the name of their team in the space provided 

– having gone to all the trouble of choosing a special name, one of the 

teams, the “Canucks”, failed to enter their team name on any of the Answer 

sheets while the “Know it alls” only woke up to this requirement from round D; 

the third team suddenly decided that they liked the feel of the name “clan” 

which is actually very Scottish, and the Greek team went to great trouble to 

ensure that the “r” was always included in their team name. 

• They were asked to keep their team score sheet and to return it to the QM at 

the end of the Quiz – only one team did that                CONT ON PAGE 7 
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CONT FROM PAGE 6 

THE QUIZ cont 
 

• The winners of the 6 rounds were [in no particular order] : Moira, Sambulo, 

Keith, Jenna, Janet & Aadila and the overall winner was Aadila – the top 5 

teams were only separated by 3 points with the winners scoring 40 out of a 

possible 60. Hardly worthy of any distinctions; blame it on the Club members 

who sent in such devilish questions. Thanks to Johnny & Jill Stark for the prizes. 

• The “guess who” the Rotarian was in a pre school photo provided some 

surprising answers. Correct name in RED and the variety of answers are shown 

in blue 

 

 

 
 

 
 

ANGIE ANGIE GERALD JEAN AADILA JANET 

GERALD ANGIE GERALD JEAN AADILA JANET 

SUZANNE IRENE DAVID JEAN AADILA IRENE 

GERALD SUZANNE GERALD JEAN ?? ROSEMARIE 

ANGIE GERALD GERALD AADILA JEAN IRENE 

JANET JENNA MOIRA JEAN AADILA JANET 

PAT SUZANNE GERALD JEAN AADILA JENNA 

GERALD SUZANNE GORDON JEAN AADILA ?? 

IRENE JENNA JOHN JEAN ?? JENNA 

GERALD JANET PAT JEAN AADILA JENNA 

GERALD MOIRA MR FANNIN IRENE AADILA ?? 

SUZANNE JANET GERALD AADILA ROSEMARIE JENETH 

JENNA DAVID GERALD SUE AADILA JANET 

• Only 1 team got all of these correct – well done Janet & team. Thank you to 

the models who sent in their photo’s. 

• David, Pat & Gerald; so you could have been a girl!!! And Moira; never knew 

that you were a tortoise riding tom boy!!! 

• For club members that do not often meet F2F I don’t think the teams did 

badly at all. 

• So what happened at the end of the Quiz – The Greek Team “We are now so 

wound up we have to go and break a few plates”. Team Kudzai’s last answer sheet 

took 1hr13min to arrive. I had sent out an email asking “have you gone to bed, or 

been rushed of to the maternity ward or that perhaps you were consulting with your 

lawyer about one of the answers…… and eventually an email arrived “I fell asleep 

on the couch!” 

The funniest incorrect answers received - WHAT DOES A FUNABULIST DO – He has FUN 

Who was the first President of the Rotary E-Club of South Africa – Chips Jackson who 

we all know was the first DG of District 9270. BUT IT WAS A REAL FUN EVENT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
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AFTER THE FUN QUIZ EVENING I JUST HAPPENED TO COME ACROSS THIS WONDERFUL 

DEAL FOR NEW iPads. 

Anyone interested in getting an iPad? I know someone who can get hold of them 

through a contact. These are legit, not off the back of a truck; they are from a 

cancelled Hospital contract due to the Government cutbacks. The numbers are 

limited - he has twenty iPads going for less than half price, so it's first come first 

served.  

He has already sold one (pic is on page 12 so you can see what you are getting).  

Get back to me as quickly as you can if you want one. Full spec is IN BOTTOM RIGHT 

HAND CORNER OF PAGE 12 – BECAUSE OF THE LIMITED STOCKS WE DO NOT WANT TO 

GIVE THIS DEAL FRONT PAGE EXPOSURE. 

 

 

Here is 

a very 

good 

cause 

so why 

not 

join in 

the 

FUN? 
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 Our STEP Youth Exchange programme 

for this year is now taking place. Sofia 

Ruggiero is exchanging with Alex 

Cholokh. Camilla Castellani is 

welcomed by Carla Da Costa and 

parents Antonio & Donna. These 

students are both from Italy so in 

December Alex & Carla will be jetting 

off to Italy.  

In the photo above, Marleni Polt is 

given a hug by Kelly O’Donoghue who 

spent last December in Austria with the 

Polt family. 

Durban E-Club Rotarians, you are reminded of the get together on Thursday 11th 

July to meet our STEP students. Thank you for the 7 replies that I have received to 

date – I know the deadline for replying is only Saturday 6th July, but you don’t 

actually have to wait until then to reply. Some of you, in your Questionnaire 

replies have expressly said that you would welcome more F2F meetings, so what 

are you waiting for? 

Anne & John O’Donoghue have kindly agreed to have the get together at their 
home at 3 Dumra Place, Umhlanga 

This short youtube video is really worth watching: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=UJrSUHK9Luw  

It really demonstrates what people are capable of creating – 

“Were there’s a will, there’s a way” 
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 NEWS ABOUT OUR MEMBERS……………………….. 

SUE HAWKINS arrives shortly on a 2 month 

holiday in Durban until 18
th

 August and then 

takes up a teaching post in Aqaba, Jordan.  We 

hope we see Sue at a F2F, perhaps on the 11
th

 

July. 

IRENE KOTZE is still in Perth, Australia and will be 

there until 23
rd

 July. 

GIL LEWINSKY & JENNA REINBACH (the love 

birds) will be in Canada until 23
rd

 July and then 

return to settle in South Africa. 

TSAONE MABELANE is on study leave. 

JAYNE MARTIN’s son is recovering well after his 

accident and her father, who stays in Durban, 

completed his course of chemo last week. 

ANGIE MITCHELL is on holiday in the Kalahari 

until mid July. 

KUDZAI MQINGWANA is on maternity leave and 

eagerly awaiting the birth of her baby on 16
th

 July 

while husband, ISRAEL is nervously pacing up and 

down the fairways of the Mt Edgecombe Golf 

Club. 

JANET ROUILLARD and daughter Claire will fly to 

Belgium on 30
th

 June to visit daughter Amy who is 

studying at a University there. They return on 16
th

 

July. 

JOHNNY & JILL STARK will be relocating to the 

USA sometime soon. 

LYNN STEFANO is preparing to move to Cape 

Town to join husband, Tino, who has been 

transferred there. 

JENETH VAN LEEUWEN will spend part of the 

school holidays with her son Craig, on the farm 

with her Mom & brother. 

Some of our members are in BUSY, BUSY, BUSY 

MODE……THEY INCLUDE PETER BRETHERTON, 

working mostly in Hilton Area; BARBARA NJAPHA 

never has a dull moment at work but is 

determined to become more involved in Rotary. 

JEFF WATTS is left to ponder why his Bowling 

team “choked” at the FINAL hurdle of their 

tournament – after all, none of the team was 

from South Africa – he is starting to wonder 

whether the fact that he spends so much time in 

Africa and is a member of a Rotary Club with 

South Africa in its name has not counted against 

their team. He is also pondering why former 

South Africans, who now play for England, do so 

well against South Africa!!! 

JEAN SINGH & BU are looking forward to the 

school holidays as an opportunity to get rid of 

a flu bug. We wish you much improved health 

 

    

SUZANNE EDMUNDS is in recovery mode after 

the stressful FUN QUIZ. 

PATRICK ANDRIES is busy with funding 

applications for FoodBank and we all know 

how demanding that can be. 

NARESHINI RANGANTHAN is busy with teacher 

training for High school teachers. 

DAVID TILLING is fairly calm for someone who 

has had some challenging computer 

problems – may well be travelling to Kenya 

soon. 

PAT DRAPER is recovering from a relaxing 

week-long break at The Breakers in 

Umhlanga. 

ROSEMARIE GEE is fully fit again and busy with 

Skills Development Programmes for artisans 

and has not found much time to pursue her 

modelling career 

KEITH KIRTON remains very busy in his business 

but has still found time to assist the Lowveld 

Rotary clubs with some of their projects. 

MOIRA ALBOROUGH is preparing to move into 

a new home and as we all know, moving 

house is always stressful. 

MICHAEL CHEN still in Johannesburg, misses 

the quiter life of Newcastle. Manages to do 

the odd visit to RC of Johannesburg. 

PAUL MAISTRY will spend a large chunk of the 

school holidays setting up the computer room 

at his school. 

SAMBULO KHALALA will be spending part of 

the school holiday in Harding in the family 

home and will also be testing out his new iPad 

GORDON & LYN DOWSETT are at their Selborne 

Cottage and have 2 grandsons visiting – and 

playing lots of golf in the balmy South Coast 

weather – no doubt checking on sardines too 

JOHN & JUNE FANNIN celebrated their 56th 

Wedding Anniversary on the 22nd and now 

John is busy organmising the handing over of 

a PHF and also awarding a Rotary 

Community Service award to FDSA. 

ANUSHA TIMUL is busy with the new East Coast 

Radio project of supplying mobile libraries to 

primary schools.  

PENNY PHEWA is attending various workshops 

and taking her Grade 10 daughter to various 

tutorials.   

AADILA SABAT is busy preparing for the 

Vulnerable Groups Workshop for Business and 

NGOs on 10
th

 July that will take place in Durban & 

is off to USA again in September. 

GAËTAN BURM recently spent time with 

Sophie at Disney Paris and now has his folks 

visiting. 

PRESIDENT GERALD SIEBERHAGEN is just 

counting the days  

 



    

MOIRA ALBOROUGH PATRICK ANDRIES PETER BRETHERTON GAËTAN BURM 

    
MICHAEL CHEN GORDON DOWSETT LYNN DOWSETT PAT DRAPER 

    
SUZANNE EDMUNDS JOHN FANNIN ROSEMARIE GEE SUSAN HAWKINS 

    

SAMBULO KHALALA KEITH KIRTON IRENE KOTZE GIL LEWINSKY 

    
TSAONE MABELANE PAUL MAISTRY JAYNE MARTIN ANGIE MITCHELL 

 



    

ISRAEL MQINGWANA KUDZAI MQINGWANA BARBARA JAPHTA PENNY PHEWA 

    
NARESHINI RANGANTHAN JENNA REINBACH JANET ROUILLARD AADILA SABAT 

    
GERALD SIEBERHAGEN JEAN SINGH JOHNNY STARK LYN STEFANO 

    

DAVID TILLING ANUSHA TIMUL JENETH VAN LEEUWEN JEFF WATTS 

THESE THREE NEW MEMBERS WILL BE INDUCTED EARLY IN JULY 2014 

 

 

  

LES HUTTON AILSA KAMINSKI HERMAN ZAPP NEW IPAD FOR SALE 
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FRED KOFMAN 

PhD. in Economics, is Professor of Leadership and Coaching at the Conscious 

Business Center of the University Francisco Marroquín anda faculty member 

of Lean In. He is the author of Conscious Business, How to Build Value 

Through Values (also available as an audio program). 

Photo: EDHAR/Shutterstock.com 

Are You Making This Mistake at the End of Your 

Meetings? 
May 20, 2013  

Five frogs are sitting on a log. Four decide to jump off. How many are left? Five, 

because deciding is different than doing.” 

Decisions are worthless … unless you turn them into commitments. 

In a business conversation, your counterpart's decision states his intention, but a commitment 

holds him accountable. Although a commitment does not guarantee delivery, it’s far more reliable 

than a decision. More importantly, when managed properly, it allows you to handle breakdowns 

with effectiveness, trust and integrity. 

Have you been in meetings where lots of decisions are made but nothing gets done andnobody is 

held accountable? Unless you finish the meeting with commitments about “who will do what 

by when,” you’ve just built 90% of a bridge. 

Broken commitments damage tasks, relationships, and culture. They bring about inefficiencies, 

mistrust, and corruption. Coordination suffers, collaboration suffers, and cohesion suffers. You 

can avoid this suffering – if you finish every conversation with clear commitments. 

Ask and You Shall Receive 

Commitment conversations begin with a request: “Can you bring the financials to the meeting?” 

“Please ship the order to my new address.” Things can go off track at this early point, especially 

if you ask without really asking. 

I once coached a production manager who was put on a performance-improvement plan for 

failing to meet a crucial deadline. Weeks before the date, my client figured he had to add a shift 

to finish the job on time. He needed approval from his boss for the overtime, but he didn’t want to 

ask. He had heard the plant manager complain that corporate was breathing down his neck about 

costs. 

He decided to use a soft approach. During a staff meeting he mentioned that his project could 

really use a second shift. The plant manager acknowledged it was a tough deadline; he said he 

would see what he could do. The production manager believed he had gotten the much-needed 

help. He waited for his boss to call him after the meeting to implement the second shift, but to no 

avail. Disappointed, he assumed that a delay was better than a cost overrun. He finished the job 

late. Imagine his outrage when he got chewed out!                                                       CONT ON PAGE 14 
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Like many of us, the production manager tried to ask without asking. His indirect approach 

avoided a confrontation, but it also prevented a frank discussion of the tradeoff between 

additional labor costs and the delay. As I described in my previous 

posts on schizorganizationand discussing the un-discussable, it is impossible to preserve sanity at 

work without open communication. 

The typical way to avoid making a clear request is to make a muddled one. Do you recognize any 

of these examples? 

• It would be great if… 

• Someone should… 

• Do we all agree to…? 

• Can you try to…? 

• The boss wants... 

To make a clear request you must utter it in the first person, using direct language and addressing 

it to a specific person. You must specify observable conditions of satisfaction, including time. It 

helps if you explain your purpose for asking, and, if and when you arrive at an oral contract, 

always ask the other sign it. 

Although there are many ways to ask, the most effective ones follow a common pattern: 

1. In order to get A (a want or need), 

2. I ask that you deliver B by C. 

3. Can you commit to that? 

It may sound odd to ask like this; you can adjust your language to suit your culture. For example, 

the production manager might have addressed the plant manager as follows: “I am running 

behind schedule. I don’t see how to catch up without some extra help. In order to finish the job I 

need some overtime. Can you authorize a second shift for the next three weeks?” 

Time to Commit 
A well-formed request demands a clear response. There are only three possible answers: 

1. Yes, I commit. 

2. No, I decline. 

3. I can’t commit yet because, 

a. I need clarification. 

b. I need to check; I promise to respond by X. 

c. I want to propose an alternative. 

d. I can make it only if I get Y by Z. 

Anything else is a weasel promise. Here are some interesting ways by which people often say, 

“No, I don’t commit.” 

• Yes, I’ll try. 

• OK, let me see what I can do. 

• Seems doable. 

• Let me check into it.                                                                                   CONT ON PAGE 15 
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• Someone will take care of it. 

When you declare, “I commit,” you assume the responsibility to honor your 

wordunconditionally. You take on an obligation to deliver on your promise; or if you can’t, to do 

your best to take care of the requestor. 

When you declare, “I decline,” you might still try to do what you were asked, but you don’t 

commit. You do not give the requestor the right to hold you accountable. It is much better to have 

a clear “no” than to get bogged down in a wishy-washy “I’ll do my best.” 

There are many good reasons to decline. You may not have the resources; you may not have the 

skills; you may have a conflict with a previous commitment; you may anticipate problems; or you 

may just not want to do it. 

When you are not ready to say “yes” or “no” right away, you may: 

• Ask for clarification if the request is unclear to you. For example, if I ask you to help me 

with a project, you might ask, “What kind of help do you need?” or, “When do you need my 

help?” 

• Promise to respond by a certain time if you need to check your resources, obtain 

commitments from others, or assess whether you can deliver to specifications. For example, if I 

ask you to prepare a report, you might answer, “Let me check if I have the information available. 

I’ll get back to you in an hour.” 

• Counteroffer with an alternative proposal to satisfy the need behind the request. For 

example, if I ask you to meet today, you might respond: “I am not available today. Could we 

meet tomorrow? Or if it’s urgent, we could speak by phone.” 

• Commit conditionally if your commitment depends on factors outside of your control. 

For example, if I ask you deliver a rush order, you can commit to do it only if I authorize 

overtime. 

Clear commitments don’t mean that everything will work out. Life is unpredictable, so even the 

most impeccable commitments can break down. In my next post, I will explain how you can 

preserve effectiveness, trust, and integrity even when you can’t fulfill your promise. 

Do or do not ... there is no try.” -- Yoda 

Readers: How reliable are commitments in your organization? 
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